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SPECTRUM FORUM No. 12 NOTES 
 
No. of participants: 74 
 
 
Introduction: 

• COVID-19 mortality was reduced by a third among those prescribed dexamethasone, according to 
researchers. 

• Positive news that the death rate is back to seasonal norm – ONS have confirmed this. 

• Admissions: low pick up in the Care Homes, stats are down for the seasonal average. 

• Be prepared for a second wave of the pandemic, use the time productively get our homes ready. 

• The ADASS report that went out to the LA’s and PHE about moving of patients to Care Homes from 
hospitals and the rapid discharge in the first 2 weeks; what are the lessons being learned from this 
for everyone so that we can all be prepared with our businesses going forward, especially if there is 
a second wave.   

• There has been a judicial review where a daughter has brought a claim against the Government 
regarding the death of her father in a Care Home. This is the first ever claim against the 
Government and there is a feeling that we are down the list and it could happen to Care Homes, so 
we should be looking at this and my comment last week on trying to get indemnities in Care 
Homes, hopefully they will come through.  

• There is an article by Leonid Shapiro in the Laing Buisson June Magazine, it is for operators to 
consider how we prepare for the future.   

• The BAME report is out and we clearly know that the Government, PHE and various other 
formulations needs to be to be in place to make sure that they put the effect of this report into 
action so that people from Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic lives are not put at risk as they were in 
the earlier stage of COVID.  

• Test and trace we are hearing different things about this every day and hopefully Selina will talk 
more about this.  

• Marcus Rashford has scored a great goal this week to make sure school children continue to get 
school meal vouchers.  

• I listened to Nihal Arthanayake on Radio 5 live show there was a discussion about food vouchers. 
Families are going without food. A young lady came on and spoke about how she has 4 children 
and on most days she has just enough food to feed the 4 children but not enough to feed herself.  
This touched a nerve on many listeners, Nihal said to her how do you manage?  

• She said “The kids look at me and say Oh mum, you’re not eating and they give me food from their 
plates so that I can eat”. In passing, she said I was speaking to my friend that morning and she said 
she hadn’t eaten for two days.  

• We are very fortunate, so lucky to be where we are. We should be looking at our community; the 
Food Banks to think what we can do as Care Home Owners; we cover the whole of the UK, we need 
to actively get involved.  It is important that we integrate with the local community to do 
something about this. This touched a nerve for me and I hope you will all go back and find out 
where the food banks are and what we can do to support them.    

• We need a champion to get the Social Care Funding sorted out.   

• IPC Grant there is going to be a lot of discussion about it on this call.  

• Should we do these Spectrum Forum calls fortnightly? Please complete the appraisal forms and 
return them to Gary.   

• So far from the forms we have been asked to talk about technology, auditing in the homes – we 
will bring speakers on to speak about the suggested topics.  
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• Arif on behalf of everyone, expressed his gratitude to Ravi Ghidar of Goldcare for the spread sheets 
etc. he has kindly shared with the group. 
 
 

Dr Selina Rajan: 

• Few updates not a great deal has changed.  

• Thank you for contributing to the Survey. The report has been circulated across the Government, it 
has been sent to the Cabinet office and read by at least 800 people and most of those people are 
to do with policy, so your voice is being heard in various corners of the Government.  

• Highlights were that there was huge variability in the way that you received support from different 
areas. We found that 70% of managers were reporting that they were concerned about the moral 
and mood of their staff and that 80% were concerned about the mood and the well-being of their 
residents and 30% of managers were reporting that resident’s in their care, their oral intake was 
falling. This is a huge concern, it is a similar concern to what Alzheimer’s UK have been repeatedly 
raising, but it is nice to have some data to actually support it. Thanks for contributing. 

• BAME report – good to see Kevin Fenton’s report is finally out. 

• Childhood poverty – this has been an issue for a long, long time in this country – you may 
remember that about a year ago the UN Raconteur on Extreme Poverty came to the UK and  
highlighted us as one of the poorest countries in the world, despite being the 5th richest and I have 
written about this in the past, as there were children going hungry then and it is only getting 
worse.  Please support your local food bank this is a large problem, please do what you can and 
don’t forget the inequalities are throughout society.   

• Today, the House of Lords have met and are hearing from various people from across the country - 
PHE and LA partly in relation to the ADASS report which has highlighted many of the same 
problems that you have faced, that they have also had systematic decimation over a long period of 
time where they haven’t had any funding. The President of the Association of Directors of Public 
Health has been speaking at the House of Lords along with Eamon Boylon from Manchester; about 
what the future might look like, how might we do this better, in the event of a second waive. It will 
be on Parliament TV if you want to listen back to it.  

• COVID updates - the trial on Dexamethasone is really exciting, it definitely shows a significant 
reduction in mortality, but this is only relevant to people who are already on oxygen. For the most 
part, at the moment it relies on people being in hospital.   

• The British Geriatric Society – last week published new advice to remind local areas that residents, 
despite being in a Care Home, should not be prevented from accessing oxygen, basic fluids and 
antibiotics when they need it. They don’t necessarily have to go to hospital to get that, so if you do 
have residents who are poorly, it shouldn’t be the case that just because they are in a Care Home 
they cannot access oxygen. Use the Enhanced Care packages to push for this, speak to your GP’s 
they should be accessed.   

• The other thing to think about is Dexamethasone it could useful to use in the care home – this will 
be dependent on more trials to get a better understanding.   

• Visits – make plans and future proof your homes, think about how you structurally enable visitors 
to come into your homes safely. As it stands no new guidance has come out therefore the 
guidance states you must not have visitors. This is guidance but there are suspicions that CQC may 
have issues if you do allow visitors.  

• Track and Trace – it’s getting better but a long way to go.  If a carer tests positive the test result 
will go to the bottom tier of the contact tracer and they will find out about all their close contacts.  
If they find that the person works in a Care/Nursing Home the case will be escalated to us. We will 
call managers and ascertain which of the staff in the Care Home may or may not have been 
exposed. If your staff are wearing PPE everywhere and not sitting in the lunchroom together then 
for the most part, they won’t identify any contacts, but if your staff are only wearing face masks in  
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communal areas where they may come into contact with residents, they will probably find more 
contacts and every contact found will be isolated for 14 days. The more that face masks are worn  
everywhere in the lunchrooms, the communal areas, the office and the kitchen, everywhere, the 
less contacts we are going to identify that you are going to lose for a period of time.  

• We will deal with you as a home and try to find out who the contacts are and will de-escalate it 
back to the bottom tier of tracers who will call the carer again and ask them about their family and 
friends etc. It is confusing at the beginning; you will be hearing from different people about 
different aspects, at different times. It is good to be working with PHE because there is an 
understanding of how the sector operates. It means that when you have cases in the home you are 
not going to be dealing with contract tracers who may not understand the care sector.  

• Hospital guidance changed from Monday to say that everyone everywhere in NHS has to wear 

masks at all times. It would be good to adopt the same mentality within the home.   

• Q? -  There has been a recent call back for 100k tests that were sent out and a particular home was 
told that they were not any good and that they should be sent back – the home had tested the 
residents and staff and they were going to use the second batch to see how the residents and staff 
were a week later. They are now awaiting new supplies are these going to be forthcoming?  
R - it is my understanding that we are not at a stage where we are advising or supporting repeat 
testing. It is a grey area – that is outside of PHE - I understand you are able to go online and order 
tests for people whether they are symptomatic or asymptomatic.  The Kingfisher swabs have had 
some issues, I have not seen anything yet about what is going to happen to replace the swabs. I will 
take this question back. 

• Q? -  Staff car sharing, travel time less than 15 mins, would they be considered a contact? Also 
should they be wearing medical masks or face covering while car sharing as they are travelling 
together. 
R - In a car they are less than 2 metres, if they have face to face interaction within the car it will be 
counted as contact unless they are wearing a mask. If you can give them a medical mask, do that 
and they should wear this from when they start their shift – this would be better. Worst case 
scenario – use a face covering – however this might not provide sufficient protection.   

• Q? -  An infection Control Lead is pushing for staff to wearing visors or goggles at all times when 
dealing with clients – there was new guidance that came out yesterday that still says use only if 
they are coughing or spitting. The lead was suggesting that even breathing was sufficient to get 
infection through their eyes.  Is this an overkill? 
R - The difficulty is that in reality we just don’t know – but we do know that the original rationale 
behind this was saying that you cannot spread this unless you are symptomatic, because the means 
by which you spread the virus is by coughing.  Now they realise that not only are people carrying it 
without symptoms, it also appears that they may also be able to spread it without coughing which 
means that it would be possible to spread it by just talking and breathing.  
The specifics of the question are that transmission happens by being infected through your eyes –
the reality is we just don’t know – I haven’t seen anything in the guidance that explicitly says you 
must wear visors in all areas, but you must wear face masks in all areas. It wouldn’t hurt if you are 
able to do it, particularly if you have an outbreak.  

• Q? - We have also been alerted to issue that the foam on the visors cannot be disinfected so they 
have to be single use only.   
R - this is Health and Safety issue – the foam is absorptive and cannot be disinfected because the 
material absorbs the virus. It is better to wear visors without foam but will recheck this. 

• Q? - A member of staff who is symptomatic, has no fever but has a cough and has been retested 
and still remains positive. We have been asked by PHE why the member of staff is still not allowed 
on site.  
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R - The guidance is clear and it is based on evidence that after 7 days the virus is no longer 
infectious in an individual who no longer has a fever and is well enough to work. You may extend 
this for up to 10 or 14 days just to be sure. You have to understand that the test is not for live 
replicating virus, it is a test for fragments – there are lots of virus that may be  
in your body and it may well be that they are infectious but when the virus dies, bits of it will stay 
behind at the back of the throat and when you test you will get bits of the virus from everywhere 
and so the reason why we ask people not to retest because it is a waste of tests and the people 
who need the tests are not getting them.  
It is safe to bring a person back into your home – there have been plenty of studies to confirm this.  

• Q? - Would you recommend asymptomatic staff retesting themselves on a regular basis via online 
self-referral? 
R - The concept about retesting people who don’t have symptoms – once you have symptoms it is 
clear what is going on and how long you need to isolate. The issue is about serial testing. The 
answer to the question is watch this space because there is an argument for it but what we don’t 
yet know is if we do it, how often should we do it.  

• Q? - The likelihood of future waves next winter as well as the likelihood of another wave as 
restrictions are eased? 
R - It is here to stay; it will get less prevalent as time goes on. There is a risk of a second wave 
particularly in clusters directly related to the track and trace. As the track and trace gets better the 
risk of outbreaks in the homes will fall. You need to be aware, every winter, just as you have an 
outbreak of Influenza and Norovirus – COVID will be added to that list.   

• There is an expectation that it is going to be a tough winter, the hospitals are going to start filling 
up again so that means that there will be fewer beds and the chances of residents being admitted 
to Care Homes may become an issue.  It will vary area by area and it is hoped that the enhanced 
packages the CCG are putting in will help with treatment being given in the home.  The reality is to 
assume there will be a second wave.  

• Q? - Should we start our own policy to retest staff or wait for government scheme? 
R - Cannot answer. Not a bad thing to do but probably not once a month – concentrate more on 
the PPE and infection control.  

• Q? - if staff come from holiday can we test to stop 14-day isolation. 
R - In essence - no. The test isn’t accurate enough to do that safely. 

 
 
Neil Shepherd (Sales & Marketing Director, Care Shop): 

• Glove prices an issue and we are working on that. 

• 27 containers scheduled for the rest of the year. 

• We have run out of gloves till the end of next week when two new high-priced containers arrive. 
They were brought at the higher price to ensure stock. 

• We have quality assurance people in Shanghai – not always able to buy at lower prices but we 
don’t want to deliver non-regulatory spec equipment.  

• Trying to bring prices down quicker but there is a 4 – 6-week blip - they will fall again.  

• Will they come back to the prices pre COVID-19 - the answer is probably no. 

• There will be a glut of gloves once COVID is under control and a price war which all parties will 
benefit from.  

• We will be looking at scheduling and prices and we will get back to Altaf to what can be done for 
Spectrum members.  

• Q? -  X mist canisters are they able to kill virus not just bacteria? 
R - Yes, they are able to eliminate viruses.   

• Neil has sent to Spectrum list of items which could be funded through the IPC grant 
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• Masks have come down in price.  

• If staff need masks for travel, they can buy at the same rate as you. Buy off the quick-buy website 
with a card. 

 
 
Sarah Skuse (Associate; Capsticks): 

• Candesic’s Dr Leonid’s Shapiro’s article in May edition of Care Markets looking at the impact of C-
19 i.e. occupancy rates and when they would recover. 

• Context of the article: 
a)    reducing admissions especially private pay residents/public perception of care. 
b)    higher costs e.g. PPE, staff sickness, higher agency costs – more disputes around introduction  
        fees, terms and conditions, who should be responsible what check on employment, etc.  
c)    Occupancy as the key driver of profitability and sustainability. 

• Recommended get the terms and condition and file them safely. 

• The top 5 tips for avoiding agency fees  

https://www.capsticks.com/resources/our-5-tips-to-avoid-unexpected-agency-

fees?utm_source=E-

Alert&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=RESOURCE:%20Our%205%20tips%20to%20avoid%20u

nexpected%20agency%20fees. 

• Public perception – attracting residents – not just have a safe home but must be safer place for 
residents than being home. 

• Key point is that in the future, homes won’t be able to sustain safety at the expense of isolation – 
i.e. no/limited family visits. 

• Market needs to move to COVID free homes to reduce PPE costs and made existing homes liveable. 

• Testing, testing, testing is the answer until vaccine. Impractical at moment for all staff daily but 
option is the mass parallel testing in the medium term. Move all infectious residents to a “hot” 
home which is where PPE costs could be focussed. Other routes for the infection to come into 
home is through “formites” through objects/matters – procure UV machines -relatively low cost to 
a business. 

• Operators would be wise to start thinking about how they can get to C-19 free homes which will 
help occupancy rates recover quicker. 
 

 
Siwan Griffiths (Legal Director; Capsticks): 

• A threatened judicial review action against the Government. 
o A daughter of a deceased resident is challenging the Secretary of State for Health and 

Social Care, NHS England and Public Health England for putting the lives of thousands of 
care residents, and health and care workers at risk during the pandemic. She alleged that 
her father died from Covid on 3 April because shortly before his death, another resident 
was accepted back into the care home from hospital having tested positive for Covid. The 
Government’s policy of sending Covid patients from hospital to the Care Homes was 
unlawful. The pre action protocol letter asks the Government to accept responsibility for 
the Governments unlawful decisions and policies. If no response is received, proceedings in 
Judicial Review will be initiated in the Courts. 

o A Judicial review is a challenge of a decision of a public body – what you have do is send a 
letter, setting out your complaint and concern to the Government or whoever you are 
bringing the claim against, before you issue at court.  It is early days; it is a challenge 
against the Government rather than an individual care home.   

 
 

https://www.capsticks.com/resources/our-5-tips-to-avoid-unexpected-agency-fees?utm_source=E-Alert&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=RESOURCE:%20Our%205%20tips%20to%20avoid%20unexpected%20agency%20fees
https://www.capsticks.com/resources/our-5-tips-to-avoid-unexpected-agency-fees?utm_source=E-Alert&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=RESOURCE:%20Our%205%20tips%20to%20avoid%20unexpected%20agency%20fees
https://www.capsticks.com/resources/our-5-tips-to-avoid-unexpected-agency-fees?utm_source=E-Alert&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=RESOURCE:%20Our%205%20tips%20to%20avoid%20unexpected%20agency%20fees
https://www.capsticks.com/resources/our-5-tips-to-avoid-unexpected-agency-fees?utm_source=E-Alert&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=RESOURCE:%20Our%205%20tips%20to%20avoid%20unexpected%20agency%20fees
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• CQC – its thoughts on the future 
o In a recent Laing Buisson seminar, Chris Day, Director of Engagement at CQC indicated that 

there needed to be more trust built between providers and CQC; that CQC needed to work  
on getting better “real time” information to provide a more effective barometer of what 
was going on with providers and there was a need for CQC to see more of a culture of 
learning when things go wrong as opposed to a culture of blame. Currently CQC are looking 
at how well systems had worked together during the pandemic – what had worked well 
and what had not and where the tensions were. CQC will be reporting in August on this to 
stimulate a public debate. CQC is also looking at what “good” looks like during a pandemic 
to be a better guide to providers and inspectors. During the seminar, there was much 
criticism about CQC’s role during the pandemic. Vik Rayner, Executive Director of the 
National Care Forum stated that the regulator had been slow and reactive and should have 
been more aware of the impact of Covid on LD and BAME residents.   

o She also stated that the regulator needs to remember the “eye of the storm” moving 
forward and needs to move into a supportive role as the future won’t be “normal” for a 
while. She emphasized CQC needed to remember that it had the power to make or break 
organisations. It was recognised however that CQC inspectors at a local level had been 
supportive and that the problems are more at a national level. CQC’s second edition of its 
Insight Report into Covid is due out this week. 

• Q? - How are insurers considering these likely challenges: 
R - The position on insurance is that your current insurance will cover you for claims – currently 
there are no carve outs for this type of claim – it will be something like Corporate Manslaughter or 
Negligence, the normal things you are covered for.   
Insurers on renewals are starting to redraw the boundaries and the limits on indemnity and are 
putting carve outs around Covid 19. It depends where you are in your insurance process.   
Cover will become more difficult and the insurers will try to react to the current situation and 
possible litigation, but in your usual way you will make a claim through your insurers.  
Insurers will want more information about infection control, Covid outbreaks, use of agencies, PPE 
than they ever have done before how you answer will determine whether it is settled or rejected.  

• Q? - Are you seeing exclusions from insurers. 
R - Not specifically but they will make the thresholds clearer. In ‘no mans’ land the terms will 
change – not aware of anyone refusing claims under existing policies.  If you think you might have 
one coming tell them so that they are on notice.  
Make sure you comply with guidance and have evidence to substantiate this.  Make sure this 
information flows to the Board to Directors.  
  
 

Rachel Luddem (Legal Director|Employment, Capsticks): 

• Furlough 
o Guidance updated on 12 June. 
o The updated guidance reflects the Chancellor’s announcement that 10 June was the cut-

off date to furlough an employee. This is because, from 1 July, employers will only be able 
to furlough employees who have already been furloughed for the minimum period of three 
weeks, meaning that the last date on which employers could furlough employees for the 
first time was 10 June.   

o There is one caveat to the 10 June cut off – that cut-off date for furloughing employees for 
the first time will not apply to those returning from family-related leave. Employees 
returning from maternity, adoption, paternity, shared parental or parental bereavement 
leave will still be eligible for the furlough scheme even if they have not previously been 
furloughed by 10 June, provided that the employer has used the furlough scheme for other 
eligible employees by that date. 
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o Employers will be able to implement ‘flexible furlough’ from 1 July, including part-time 

arrangements, and the minimum furlough period (currently three consecutive weeks) will 
no longer apply – flexible furlough agreements can last for any period. 

o The updated guidance states that the employer will be required to ‘keep a new written 
agreement’ when implementing flexible furlough and confirms that the employer will have 
to pay employees in full for hours worked (with CJRS grants remaining available for normal 
hours not worked). The updated guidance includes a worked example of how to calculate 
pay for a flexibly furloughed employee. 

• We also got clarification on tapering. 
o From 1 August, employers will have to pay employer NI contributions and employer 

pension contributions, with the govt continuing to pay 80% of wages up to a cap of £2,500.  
o From 1 September, employers will also have to pay 10% of wages, with the CJRS paying 

70% (capped at £2,187.50); and 
o From 1 October, employers will have to pay 20% of wages, with the CJRS paying 60% 

(capped at £1,875). 

•  Risk Assessments 
o Advice to work from home where possible, remains. 
o If not possible then you need to risk assess your workplace and if over 50 employees, then 

need to publish risk assessment on website. 
o Maintain 2m social distancing?  No, is role essential?  If not, then redeploy.  If role is 

essential, what measures can you put in place, for example screens & PPE? 
o What about common areas in workplace (staggered entry, moving furniture, additional 

cleaning) and travel (facilities to drive/cycle)? 

• Vulnerable employees 
o Those who are clinically extremely vulnerable and have been advised to shield CANNOT be 

allowed to return to the work even if they want to and are willing to sign a disclaimer – as 
an employer cannot provide them with a safe workplace as the risks to them are too high. 
They are also now deemed incapable of working under Reg 2(1) of the SSP Regs from day 
one and entitled to SSP. 

• Waivers 
o It is not legally possible to enter into an agreement that excludes liability for personal 

injury. 
o However, to mitigate against the risk of claims, it is important to document that the 

employee has chosen to attend work, and that a risk assessment has been carried out and 
any adjustments agreed and implemented. 

• Expecting to see rise in whistleblowing and H&S claims.  Remember requirement to travel, if only 
public transport available, may be relied upon as threat to safety.   

• Managing performance/handling disciplinaries and grievances – general but also post Covid – 
how might these be handled differently? 

o Have you paused 
o Don’t have to 
o Consider holding virtually  

• Capsticks webinar on HR management on 25 June:  
https://www.capsticks.com/events/conducting-investigations-and-hearings-in-a-virtual-world-our-
hr-experience-and-what-we-have-learnt .   

• Q? -  IPC Grant and implications of paying staff from this when you haven’t paid them before e.g. – 
in early May you didn’t pay – but once the grant is in you paid the person, they might say why 
didn’t you pay me before.  

• R - If you are taking any action that will impact on the workforce, the risk to you is are you doing 
this in a fair manner – could it be perceived to be in a discriminatory manner. If you applied the  

https://www.capsticks.com/events/conducting-investigations-and-hearings-in-a-virtual-world-our-hr-experience-and-what-we-have-learnt
https://www.capsticks.com/events/conducting-investigations-and-hearings-in-a-virtual-world-our-hr-experience-and-what-we-have-learnt
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grant to benefit a person with a particular characteristic, perhaps an employee from a particular 
race not to another, there is potential argument for a discrimination claim – it could be brought as 
an indirect discrimination claim. You can explain yourself in those situations – by an Objective 
Justification, e.g. the grant specified I had to spend it in this way, my hands were tied or this was 
the area that needed it the most – we did it in this way and if it coincidentally disproportionately 
affected one area of the workforce that was by chance and it was necessary to do this.  
The risk could be a disability discrimination – loss of a chance because of disability – that particular 
claim you can justify e.g. it was important to us to act on the grant quickly and spend it in this way, 
these are our business needs and we have evidence to demonstrate. 

• Q? -  Re: explaining what the difference is between vulnerable and extremely vulnerable.   
R - This is list available on the Government website – a clinical extremely vulnerable person should 
not be in the workplace they should only be working from home, if possible, they can be 
furloughed.  If the person is on the vulnerable list, they could possibly attend the workplace but 
subject to a stringent workplace risk-assessment with the necessary reasonable adjustments, 
preferably they should work from home.   

• Q? - Full pay v SSP  
R - You are not obliged to pay full pay when they are on sick leave, it comes down to your sickness 
policy, you just need to follow that.   

• Q? - flexible furlough and topping up 
R.: Topping up is your choice and you can choose to pay top up, that option remains. The reduction 
is of the government contribution, if you want to top up beyond that it’s up to you, you are not 
obliged to. Think about other employees’ reaction. You can bring them back part time and pay 
them salary e.g.– if on a 30-hour contract, you furlough them for 20 and bring them back for 10 
they would be on normal pay for the 10 hours. 

• Q? - What if a person has a mild form of asthma does not want to come back to work. 
R - Asthma may be on the vulnerable list, but risk assess and make reasonable adjustments.   

 
 
Jan Burns MBE (Consultant/Chair of the National Dignity Council): 

• Raised awareness regarding a situation where a hospital tried to discharge a patient to a care 
services without results of tests. Although they threatened the establishment, they would report 
them to CQC as a serious incident – in fact, CQC supported the establishments decision. Be aware 
that this is still going on, there are risks arising from this practice.  

• Suggested using the Spectrum form to have a discussion on the implications of other professionals 
not working collaboratively with Social Care services to meet the needs of service users in a 
responsive and effective manner. Individuals are suffering whilst waiting for services to respond.  

• CQC Update 
o Repeat testing for Covid-19 of staff and residents at Care Homes via the Gov.UK online 

portal – CQC have been advised that some Care Homes are seeking repeat testing for all 
their staff and residents through the online portal.  Currently retesting is not available 
through the care home portal. DHSC are considering the retesting policy based on clinical 
advice regarding the relative priorities within Adult Social Care and the available testing 
capacity. DHSC will provide an update soon. If the provider has concerns that there is a 
new outbreak of Covid-19 (a new outbreak is one or more person in a service) they can 
seek support from their local public health team, contact details are here. Staff with 
symptoms can also access testing through the key worker portal.   

o Insurance for Adult Social Care Providers –some providers have informed CQC that they 
have been offered a reduced level or insurance and high excess charges.  This matter is 
being looked at nationally. CQC have an important role to escalate intelligence received 
about these concerns to colleagues at DHSC.   

https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fhealth-protection-team&data=02%7C01%7CRob.assall-marsden%40cqc.org.uk%7C0373f35423e94920ef8908d80d444385%7Ca55dcab8ce6645eaab3f65bc2b07b5d3%7C1%7C0%7C637273934130956109&sdata=zFnZuy%2Br68WINyma5kOQfW6Y5tnJD0bBHKutKhJOGNs%3D&reserved=0
https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fguidance%2Fcoronavirus-covid-19-getting-tested%23arrange-a-test-if-youre-an-essential-worker&data=02%7C01%7CRob.assall-marsden%40cqc.org.uk%7C0373f35423e94920ef8908d80d444385%7Ca55dcab8ce6645eaab3f65bc2b07b5d3%7C1%7C0%7C637273934130956109&sdata=LXEhzwSN8b%2FShdgv7Tua%2BGX8TsUkaAeopFwbXYaUSdU%3D&reserved=0
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o Colleagues in DHSC have advised CQC they are aware some care providers are 

encountering difficulties renewing their insurance as a result of the pandemic.  DHSC are 
working with providers and insurers to understand the breadth and severity of the issue 
and will continue to closely monitor the situation for any changes.  Should the insurance 
market start to harden further, DHSC are exploring options to implement a potential 
contingency response.  

o There is some work in progress regarding how pulse oximeters are going to be circulated 
and used in Care Homes going forward; the communication around this seems to have 
gone a bit awry; resulting in some confusion. 

o If any queries do come your way can you please provide reassurance that NHSE are 
planning some more communication about this. 

• For interest, Learning Disability England has worked with Turning Point to produce this guide to 
DNR; to help people understand their rights; here   

 
 
Best practices/lessons learnt from members. 
 

• Ravi – brought everyone up to date on progress – spending most of the money on staffing to 
enable him to be in a position to avoid and respond to further outbreaks. Every admission he has 
had he is isolating and he is claiming for extra staff.  He will be paying full pay for the period of 
the grant rather than SSP.  

• Grant allocations were discussed and there is variability across all LA’s  

• The 2m rule and accepting visitors - it was reinforced that the guidance has not changed that 
only visitors admitted in to response to people End of Life and in a controlled manner – risk 
assessed and in line with a specific policy. Good idea to devise an agreement for visitors to set 
out control measures. 

• Members have found the Claims Defensibility document, distributed via Spectrum, very helpful.  
Arif advised everyone to look through the document and respond accordingly.  

• Suggestion re Spectrum becoming fortnightly calls: Proposal was that we carry on to the end of 
June and maybe moved to fortnightly from July.   
 
 
 
 

Disclaimer: 

"Information provided to Spectrum members during the weekly Covid 19 calls is there to serve as 
general guidance and is not intended to be advice which can be relied upon. For the avoidance of 
doubt, all members must undertake their own due diligence in contracting with any suggested 
supplier and/or seek independent legal advice on specific issues affecting them. Spectrum accepts 
no responsibility for the information provided during the calls and in the subsequent meeting 
minutes and disclaims and excludes any liability in respect of the contents or for action taken based 
on this information". 

https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.learningdisabilityengland.org.uk%2Fnews%2Fdnar-a-guide-for-understanding-your-rights-and-challenging-decisions%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cdeborah.ivanova%40cqc.org.uk%7Cc2eaebe82b5c472f951208d80f7a58d8%7Ca55dcab8ce6645eaab3f65bc2b07b5d3%7C1%7C0%7C637276365429503783&amp;sdata=5tOeZKiprKdjet7xiXdwSd87JkJu3QydrBquCyxA1dM%3D&amp;reserved=0



